MIGUTEC
JOINT COVERS FOR EXPANSION JOINTS

Insert for joints D 20/3 and DE 20/4
Insert for joints D 20/5 and DE 20/6
Insert for joints D 20/7 and DE 20/8
Insert for joints D 20/9 and DE 20/11
Insert for joints D 20/13 and DE 20/15

1. Flexible high quality elastomeric insert
   Hard wearing, temperature resistant (-30°C to +120°C), replaceable

2. Large movement capacity
   Special flexible folded insert (up to 50 m length)

3. MultiHole mounting bracket
   for secure fixing

4. Double protection against water
   Due to double sliding of the sealing insert within metal joint covers

Production length: 4 m
Standard colours: Grey. D20/3 and DE 20/4 also available in Beige.